B.One App User Guide
B.One Eazy

Welcome To B.One Eazy
The revolutionary automation device that will make your life smarter than ever
before. Now get used to enjoying complete control over all the IR devices and
Wi-Fi enabled smart devices at your home/business.
With B.One Easy, get used to a life of comfort that you could have never
imagined before.
Say goodbye to energy wastage by optimizing your home's energy consumption
with B.One Eazy.
With the power to customize every Action, you can design your living
experience to the last detail.

Talk to me!
With B.One Eazy's VoiceActTM, you can use your voice to control over 200,000+
devices through Google Home or Alexa. Also, you can use the Universal Remote
feature to control all your devices with ease.

Sense the Surroundings
With B.One Eazy, all your home devices can get automated based on what time
of the day it is, with the powerful onboard light and temperature sensors.

Chat with me!
Now, you can give instructions to B.One Eazy using Facebook Messenger or LINE
messenger ChatBot to control all your home devices.
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B.One Eazy
General:
What is B.One Eazy?
B.One Eazy is an universal remote and automation Gateway that allows total control of all your Infrared
(IR) controllable devices and few Wi-Fi enabled smart home devices through a simple and easy to use
mobile app.

Do I need to keep my Eazy always connected to the power source?
Yes. Please keep B.One Eazy always connected to the power source.

How far can B.One Eazy be placed from my home Wi-Fi router?
We recommend placing the B.One Eazy within 30 feet away from your home Wi-Fi Router. If there are
many walls between your Wi-Fi Router and B.One Eazy, move it closer to the router.

How many and what devices can be added to the B.One Eazy?
IR Devices: Most brands of Air Conditioners, Televisions and other A/V devices.
Wi-Fi Devices: Philips Hue Lights, Lifx Lights, Nest (Beta), Honeywell and ecobee Thermostats and
Beseye Camera.
Smart Speakers: Amazon Alexa & Google Assistant
ChatBots: Line and Facebook Messengers
Please visit Syncs WithTM for the list of B.One Eazy supported Wi-Fi devices.

What type of IR Remotes can be configured in B.One Eazy?
Below are the IR Remotes that can be configured in B.One Eazy.
* Television
* Air Conditioner
* Audio Amplifier
* Disc/DVD Player
* Media Box
* Projector
* Satellite Receiver/DTH/Cable
* Sound Bar
* Any customizable remote.

My B.One Eazy does not connect to the Wi-Fi router?
Make sure the router is configured with the below Wireless Security Version.
1. WPA-PSK
2. WPA2-PSK
3. Both
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What protocols does B.One Eazy support?
B.One Eazy supports: Wi-Fi 2.4GHz (Does not work with 5 GHz) and IR (Infrared)

Does B.One Eazy use cloud services?
Yes. B.One Eazy uses a back-end cloud server.

What type of devices can be a part of Actions?
All the devices can be part of Actions.

What is the data usage of B.One App?
1 to 2 MB per day and up to 100 MB per month.

Does B.One App work in landscape mode?
No, the B.One App works only in portrait mode.

Does B.One support SmartThings?
We are working on integration with SmartThings platform. Please visit our website for the new updates:
[http://www.b1hub.com/](http://www.b1hub.com/)

What information is stored in the cloud?
The cloud stores data of paired devices, most recent state of the devices, command and Action logs, and
non-sensitive user data.
(Note: Sensitive information like passwords of user's Wi-Fi access point is NOT stored)

How to return a product for a refund or exchange?
If you receive incorrect, defective or faulty goods, please contact within 7 days of receipt and we will
arrange exchange, credit or refund depending on availability. We will be pleased to consider exchange,
credit or refund, at our discretion. Any refund will be made using your original payment method or
another method at our discretion.
To claim a refund, exchange, credit or for further information, please send an email to
support@blazeautomation.com.

How much bandwidth of my Wi-Fi connection does B.One use?
B.One needs a bandwidth of at least 500Kbps for proper working without latencies. Lower bandwidths
can cause slower execution and frequent restart of the Hub.

If I encounter any issues with the device or the B.One App how do I get
assistance?
Please go to Settings at the bottom-right corner and tap on FAQ & Inquiry.
You can also visit the Support Page to get additional information.
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How do I logout from the B.One App?
In the B.One App: Select Settings, scroll down and tap on Logout.

Can I change the registered Email address?
No, you cannot change the registered Email address.

What functions can I perform through the Security feature?
We are currently working on this feature and will launch this function soon.

How do I change/reset my password?
In B.One App, tap on Settings at the bottom-right.




Select Password.
Under Update Password screen, enter the current Password and New password of your choice.
Tap on Change.

Where can I view the Activity Feed and Notifications?
You can view the Activity Feed and Notifications on the B.One App Dashboard. (Last 100 Activities and
Notifications can be viewed)

How many rooms can I add in my B.One account?
Unlimited rooms can be added to your B.One account.

What mobile platform does B.One support?
B.One currently supports IOS (version 9.0 and above) and Android (version 5 and above).

How do I check if my B.One Eazy is Online / Offline in the App?
In the B.One App: Go to Settings, tap on Hub Settings to view the current status of B.One Eazy.

Can I control my products remotely?
Yes. You can access and control your products from the B.One App from anywhere, as long as you are
connected to the Internet or mobile data.

How many Actions can I create in my B.One account?
You can create a maximum of 20 Actions, this includes both Quick and Trigger based Actions and you
can add up to 5 devices to each Action. Unlimited Home Theatre Sequence Actions can be created and
you can add up to 20 IR or Wi-Fi device keys to this Action.

Can I set personalized images for my Rooms?
Yes, you can set personalized images for your Rooms. However, when you login from another device,
personalized images will not be accessible as they are not stored in the cloud.

What type of devices can be part of Actions?
Wi-Fi and IR devices can be part of Actions.
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How do I change Room name in B.One App?
In the B.One App:
 Tap on Devices and select Rooms. Select a Room.
 Tap on edit icon at the top-right corner and enter your desired name under Room name section.

How do I change Device name in B.One App?
In the B.One App:
 Tap on Devices and select a device.
 Tap on Edit at the top-right corner and enter your desired name under Name section.

How do I move my Device from the existing Room to other?
In the B.One App:
 Tap on Devices and select a device.
 Tap on Settings icon at the top-right corner.
 Tap on Change room and select your desired Room from the list.

Can I have multiple users on my B.One account?
Yes. You can give access to your devices/rooms/Actions/security to other users. As the master account
user, you can add, edit, and remove their privileges at any time.

Can a Guest User access the new devices added by the Master User?
Yes. A Guest User should be given privileges to the new devices when Master User adds new devices.

How do I remove a user from my account?
In the B.One App:
 Tap on Settings at the bottom-right corner.
 Select Manage Users.
 Select the user you would like to remove from your account.
 Tap on Delete User.
 Enter the password and tap on OK.
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Hub:
How to Setup B.One Eazy?
Make sure your B.One Eazy is connected to power supply. Also make sure your Wi-Fi router has an
active internet connection.
1. Open B.One App and tap on Sign Up. Enter your Name, Email address, Password of your choice
(alphanumeric) and Phone number. Agree to the Terms of services and tap on Sign Up.

2. You will receive a verification email. Click the link (Authenticate e-mail) in that email to verify
your account.
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3. Select B.One Eazy, enter a name of your choice for the Hub and tap on Next. Please ensure your
phone can discover your preferred Wi-Fi network and B.One Hub is close to Wi-Fi router and tap
on Next.

4. Now, connect your phone to B.One Hub access point and return to the B.One App. Select your
preferred Wi-Fi networks available to connect B.One Hub or enter SSID (name of the Wi-Fi
router) manually.
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5. Hold on few seconds while the App finalizes your setup. You will be re-directed to B.One App
dashboard after successful setup.
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How to edit my profile?
In the B.One App:
1. Tap on Settings. Select Edit profile.

2. Tap on User Name, Gender, Birthday and Phone number to edit and update the information.
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How to add devices, Actions to Favorites?
In B.One App Dashboard, tap on + Add icon and select desired devices, Actions and tap Done to add
them to favorites list.

(Note: Maximum of 6 Devices/Actions can be added to Favorites)

How to remove devices, Actions from Favorites?
In B.One App Dashboard, tap on Edit and uncheck the devices, Actions and tap on Done to remove them
from favorites list in B.One App.
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How to add a user?
In B.One App:
 Tap on Settings at the bottom-right corner.
 Select Manage Users. Tap on Add User, enter the details and assign privileges to monitor and
control assigned Devices and Actions of your Eazy. Tap on Add User.
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How to add multiple Hubs to my account?
Make sure your B.One Eazy is connected to power supply. Also make sure your Wi-Fi router has an
active internet connection.
1. Tap on side menu icon and select + Add Hub.

2. Select B.One Eazy, enter a name of your choice for the Hub and tap on Next. Please ensure your
phone can discover your preferred Wi-Fi network and B.One Hub is close to Wi-Fi router and tap
Next.
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3. Now, connect your phone to B.One Hub access point and return to the B.One App. Select your
preferred Wi-Fi networks available to connect B.One Hub or enter SSID (name of the Wi-Fi
router) manually.

4. Wait for few seconds while the App finalizes your setup. You will be re-directed to B.One App
dashboard after successful setup.
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How do I switch between added Hubs in B.One App?


Tap on side menu icon to view added Hubs and select your desired Hub.

Does B.One support Amazon Alexa?
Yes. We’ve partnered with Amazon Alexa so you can use your voice to control smart products around
your home.

How do I restart my B.One Eazy?
Press and hold the Restart button for 2 Seconds.

How do I connect my B.One Eazy to a different Wi-Fi router?
If the Hub LED indicator is Solid Green:
 In B.One App, tap on the Settings present at the bottom-right corner of your screen.
 Select Hub Settings and tap on Change Access point.
 A pop-up Appears. Enter your B.One password.
 Select the desired Wi-Fi network from the list and enter the password of the network.
(Note: If you do not see the Wi-Fi network in the list, tap on Refresh icon. If you still do not see
it, tap on Enter SSID to manually enter the name of your Wi-Fi router.)
 Then, tap on Connect Wi-Fi. Now, connect your phone to Wi-Fi network to which the Hub is
connected and go back to the B.One App.
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If the Hub LED indicator is Blinking Red:
 Connect your phone to Eazy(XXXXXXXXXXXX) network in your phone Wi-Fi settings and open
B.One App.
 Tap on Settings present at the bottom-right of your screen.
 Select Hub Settings tap on Change Access point.
 A pop-up Appears. Enter your B.One password.
 Select the desired Wi-Fi network from the list and enter the password of the network.
(Note: If you do not see the Wi-Fi network in the list, tap on Refresh icon. If you still do not
see it, tap on Enter SSID to manually enter the name of your Wi-Fi router.)
 Then, tap on Connect Wi-Fi. Now, connect your phone to Wi-Fi network to which the Hub is
connected and go back to the B.One App.

What is the meaning of LED indicator on B.One Eazy?
The LED on B.One Eazy indicates the current status of Hub. The following activity of the LED means:
Solid Red - Ready to connect/configure.
Solid Green - Connected to home network successfully.
Blinking Red - Unable to connect to the home network.
Blinking Green - Unable to connect to the Internet.

How to reset B.One Eazy?
1. In the B.One App, tap on Settings present at the bottom-right corner. Scroll down and select
Reset Hub. Enter your Password and tap OK.
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2. Enter the temporary password that you receive to your email and tap Next.

Troubleshoot
Entered wrong Wi-Fi password, how do I change it?








Connect your phone to B.One Eazy access point and open B.One App.
Tap on Settings present at the bottom-right of your screen.
Select Hub Settings tap on Change Access point.
A pop-up Appears. Enter your B.One password.
Select your home Wi-Fi network from the list and enter the password of the network.
Then, tap on Connect Wi-Fi. Now, connect your phone to Wi-Fi network to which the Hub is
connected and go back to the B.One App.
Your Wi-Fi password is successfully reset.
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Stop receiving notifications from my B.One Eazy
 In B.One App, tap on the Settings present at the bottom-right corner.
 Now turn OFF the toggle switch to disable notifications from B.One Eazy.
Note: You’ll only receive security related alerts after disabling Notifications.
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ChatBots:
How do I connect to B.One ChatBot in Line messenger?
Method 1:
 Open Line messenger. In search bar, enter @b1bot and select B.One ChatBot. Now, tap on
Chat.



Type something and tap on Click Here To Login to login to your B.One account.
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Login using your B.One credentials in order to successfully pair with B.One Hub, select your Hub
and close the login page.

Method 2:
You can also search B.One ChatBot using below QR code.
1. Open Line messenger and tap on user icon.
2. Select add user icon on the top and tap on QR code.
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Can I control Camera from B.One ChatBot in Line messenger?
You can only Turn ON/OFF and view status of the camera.

Where do I find my devices in Line messenger?
You will find the devices in dashboard.
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How do I turn Lights ON/OFF from B.One ChatBot in Line messenger?



Tap on Devices and select a Light you want to turn ON/OFF
Tap on Click to ON/OFF

Can I view the current status of Lights in Line messenger?
Yes, select a device to view the current status.
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How do I enable an Action from B.One ChatBot in Line messenger?
Tap on Actions in dashboard and select an Action saved in your B.One. Tap on Click to enable.

How do I disable an Action from B.One ChatBot in Line messenger?
Tap on Actions in dashboard and select an Action saved in your B.One. Tap on Click to disable.
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Can I control Remotes from B.One ChatBot in Line messenger?
Yes, tap on Remotes and select a remote you want to control.

How to logout from B.One ChatBot in Line messenger?
Just type ‘Bye’.
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How do I connect to B.One ChatBot in Facebook Messenger?


Open Facebook messenger. Enter B.One ChatBot in the search bar.



Type something and tap on Click Here To Login to login to your B.One account. Enter your B.One
account credentials and tap on Login.
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Select your Hub and close the page.

Can I control Camera from B.One ChatBot in Facebook messenger?
You can only Turn ON/OFF and view status of the camera.

Where do I find my devices in Facebook Messenger?
You will find the devices once you login to your B.One account.
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How do I turn Lights ON/OFF from B.One ChatBot in Facebook Messenger?
Tap on Devices and select a Light you want to turn ON/OFF. Tap on Click to ON/OFF

Can I view the current status of my devices in Facebook Messenger?
Yes, select a device to view the current status.

Can I control Remotes from B.One ChatBot in Facebook Messenger?
Yes, tap on Remotes and select a remote you want to control
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How do I enable an Action from B.One ChatBot in Facebook messenger?
Tap on Actions and select an Action saved in your B.One hub. Tap on Click to Enable to enable the
Action.

How do I disable Action from B.One ChatBot in Facebook Messenger?
Tap on Actions and select an Action saved in your B.One hub. Tap on Click to Disable to enable the
Action.
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How to logout from B.One ChatBot in Facebook Messenger?
Just type ‘Bye’.
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Lights:
How to add LIFX Lights?
Before adding Lifx lights to B.One App download LIFX App from App Store/Google Play and add lights by
following instructions in the App.
In B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Select Add Device. Under Add A Device, select Light.

3. Tap Color Control and select LIFX Lights. Tap on LIFX Lights.
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4. Enter your LIFX account credentials and tap on Sign in. Tap on Authorize. Select the devices you
wish to connect, enter the device information and tap Done.

How to add Lifx group?
In B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices and select Add Device. Under Add A Device, select Light.
2. Tap Color Control and select LIFX Group.
3. Select existing group in LIFX account, add device Information and tap Done.
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How to control Lifx lights?
1. Go to Devices. Tap on the device to view the status of the light.
2. The color and intensity of the light can be controlled.
3. Tap on Settings icon at the top-right corner to see the recent activities, edit name and change
room.
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How to add Philips Lights?
Before adding Philips lights to B.One App, download Philips Hue App from App Store/Google Play and
add lights by following instructions in the App.
In B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Select Add Device. Under Add A Device, select Light.

3. Tap Color Control and select Philips Lights. Under Philips Lights, select Philips Hue Bridge.
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4. Tap Search Bridge, select the desired bridge from the list and tap on Next. Press the power
button on your bridge to pair and tap on Next.
Note: Ensure all the Hue lights are turned ON before clicking Search Bridge.

5. Enter the desired name for the Lights and the Location. Tap Done.
NOTE: Make sure to turn ON all your Philips Hue Light Bulbs to add them to B.One. If you want to add
more, select Continue else tap Cancel
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How to control Philips Hue lights?
1. Go to Devices. Tap on the device to view the status of the light.
2. The color and intensity of the light can be controlled.
3. Tap on Settings icon at the top-right corner to see the recent activities, edit name and change
room.
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Remotes:
How to Add an Air conditioner?
1. Tap on Devices present at the bottom of your screen and select Add Device. Under Add A
Device, tap on Air Conditioner.

2. Push power button of controller pointing towards the Hub as shown in the figure within 2 – 3
cms or select the brands available or tap on Search More to configure from the list of available
IR devices. Follow on-screen instructions to add the device.
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3. Please check if all the keys on the ‘remote’ screen are working. If yes, tap on Working, if no tap
on Not working. Else, go back.

4. Enter the device information and tap Done.
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How to add Television?
In B.One Smart App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Select Add Device, Under Add A Device, tap on Television.

3. Select the brands available or Search another brand and choose a device to configure from
the list of compatible IR devices. Follow on screen instructions to add the device.
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4. Enter the Device Information and tap Done.

What are Discrete Keys?
Discrete Keys are unique inputs to your devices that can be configured and controlled using your App.
For example, your TV has multiple HDMI inputs – HDMI1, HDMI2 etc; or AUX1/AUX2 you can add these
inputs as discrete input buttons on your App screen. You can do the same with all your other devices,
other than ACs.
Note: Discrete keys are only available for TVs, DTH and Audio Amplifier.
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How to add Discrete Keys for IR remotes?
In the B.One App:
 Tap on Devices.
 In our case we selected Panasonic TV to create discrete keys.
 Swipe right to left to view Discrete keys. Tap on Add Discrete Keys.



Select a brand from the list, confirm if the device is responding to all the buttons on the remote
and tap on Working.
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How to delete Discrete keys for a Remote?
In the B.One App:




Tap on Devices.
In our case we selected Panasonic TV. Tap on Edit at the top right corner.
Select Delete to delete Discrete Keys.
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How to add IR Remote?
In B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Select Add Device. Under Add A Device, select IR Remote.
3. Choose a device to configure from the list of compatible IR devices. Follow on-screen
instructions to add the device.



In our case, we have selected Bose as a remote by tapping on Search More.
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4. Enter the Device Information and tap Done.
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How to add Custom Remotes?
In B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Select Add Device. Under Add A Device, select IR Remote and tap on Create my Own IR
Remote.

3. Select a device from the list. Enter the device information and tap Done.
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4. Go back to Devices and select the added custom device.
5. Tap on info icon to view the key pairing instructions.

6. Tap on Edit at the top-right corner of the screen. A pop-up appears asking you to double tap the
key to pair. Tap on OK.
7. Point your original remote control to the Hub and press the desired button on your remote
control.
8. Message saying Key Learnt Successfully will appear.
9. Repeat the same process to pair any number of keys from your remote.
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VoiceAct:
How to setup Amazon Alexa?
Download the Alexa app and sign in.
Tip: Before setup, check that you have the latest version of the Alexa app in your device's app store.
With the free Alexa app, you can set up your device; manage your alarms, music, shopping lists, and
more. The Alexa app is available on phones and tablets with:
 Android 5.0 or higher
 iOS 9.0 or higher
To download the Alexa app, go to the app store on your mobile device and search for Alexa app. Then
select and download the app.
You can also visit https://alexa.amazon.com on your web browser.
1. Turn on Amazon Echo (2nd Generation).
Plug the included power adapter into Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) and then into a power
outlet. The light ring on Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) turns blue, and then orange. When the
light turns orange, Alexa greets you.
2. Connect Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) to a Wi-Fi network.
Follow the guided instructions in the app to connect Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) to a Wi-Fi
network. To learn more, go to Connect Your Echo Device to Wi-Fi.
Tip: If your Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) doesn't connect to your Wi-Fi network, unplug and
then plug the device into a power outlet to restart it. If you still have trouble, reset your Amazon
Echo (2nd Generation) to its factory settings and set it up again. To learn more, go to Reset Your
Echo Device.
3. Talk to Alexa.
You can now use your Echo device.
To get started, say the "wake word" and then speak naturally to Alexa. Your Echo device is set to
respond to the wake word "Alexa" by default, but you can change it at any time. To manage the
wake word in the Alexa app, select the Devices icon , select your device, and then
select Wake word. You can also say, "Change the wake word."
4. Optional: Connect Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) to an External Speaker
While Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) has a speaker, you can connect it to external speakers
with an audio cable (sold separately) or through Bluetooth.
Note: Alexa prompts "Going forward, I would like to respond with a beep. Do you want to continue”. If
you select continue, Alexa will respond with a beep sound rather than “OK” when you give a command.
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How do I add Amazon Alexa to my B.One Eazy?
Firstly make sure you install Amazon Alexa App on your device.
1. In the Alexa Application, tap on menu bar.
2. Select Skills & Games, search B.One VoiceAct and tap on B.One VoiceActTM.
3. Click on Enable Skill and link your B.One account by entering your B.One account credentials.
4. Select the desired Hub from the list.
5. In order to discover the devices added to your B.One account by Amazon Echo, just say
"Discover Devices".
6. To view the discovered devices, tap on Devices icon and select All Devices.
Note: Every time you add a new device to the B.One App, make sure you follow the above process.

How do I have Amazon Alexa discover my devices?
Just say Alexa, discover devices once your B.One account and Amazon accounts are linked.

Can I turn off Amazon Alexa's microphone?
Yes, by pressing the Microphone ON/OFF button at the top of the device.

Can I setup or change the settings of my Amazon Alexa without a
Smartphone?
Yes, you can set up and control Alexa by going to alexa.amazon.com in your web browser.

B.One connected devices controlled through Alexa
Following B.One connected devices can be controlled through Alexa: Television, Air Conditioner, Audio
Amplifier, DVD Player, Media Box, Projector, DTH/Cable, Sound Bar, LIFX Lights, Philips Hue Lights,
Beseye Camera, Nest Camera, User defined Actions and Home Theater Sequence.
Note: Specify generic names for devices to understand & control using Alexa. You cannot control
Thermostats and custom remotes though Alexa.

How do I control the LIFX lights connected to B.One Eazy through
Amazon Alexa?
Just say, say “Alexa, Turn OFF <device name>” or “Alexa, Turn ON <device name>”.

How do I dim or brighten the LIFX lights connected to B.One Eazy
through Amazon Alexa?
Just say “Alexa, set <device name> to 75%”.
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How do I control the Philips Hue lights connected to B.One Eazy
through Amazon Alexa?
Just say, “Alexa, Turn OFF <device name>” or “Alexa, Turn ON <device name>”.

How do I dim or brighten the Philips Hue lights connected to B.One
Eazy through Amazon Alexa?
Just say “Alexa, set <device name> to 75%”.

How do I control IR devices connected to B.One Eazy through Amazon
Alexa?
Just say: Alexa, Turn ON <device name> or Alexa, Turn OFF <device name> to control IR devices with
B.One Hub.
Note: Please make sure to give each device a unique name in the B.One App so Alexa knows which
devices you want to control. If you change the name of a device in the B.One App, you’ll need to ask
Alexa to discover devices to learn the new name of that device.

Alexa voice commands to control Television:
Alexa, turn ON <Device Name>
Alexa, turn OFF <Device Name>
Alexa, Mute <Device Name>
Alexa, Unmute <Device Name>
Alexa, Volume up <Device Name> by 5
Alexa Volume down <Device Name> by 5
Alexa, Channel up on <Device Name>
Alexa, Next channel on <Device Name>
Alexa, Channel down on <Device Name>
Alexa, change Channel to 200 on <Device Name>
Note: You can increase a maximum of device Volume by 5.

Alexa voice commands to control Sound Bar:
Alexa, turn ON <Device Name>
Alexa, turn OFF <Device Name>
Alexa, Mute <Device Name>
Alexa, Unmute <Device Name>
Alexa, Volume up <Device Name> by 5
Alexa Volume down <Device Name> by 5
Alexa, Channel up on <Device Name>
Alexa, Next channel on <Device Name>
Alexa, Channel down on <Device Name>
Alexa, change Channel to 200 on <Device Name>
Note: You can increase a maximum of device Volume by 5.
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Alexa voice commands to control Projector:
Alexa, turn ON <Device Name>
Alexa, turn OFF <Device Name>
Alexa, Mute <Device Name>
Alexa, Unmute <Device Name>
Alexa, Volume up <Device Name> by 5
Alexa Volume down <Device Name> by 5
Alexa, Channel up on <Device Name>
Alexa, Next channel on <Device Name>
Alexa, Channel down on <Device Name>
Alexa, change Channel to 200 on <Device Name>
Note: You can increase a maximum of device Volume by 5.

Alexa voice commands to control Audio Amplifier:
Alexa, turn ON <Device Name>
Alexa, turn OFF <Device Name>
Alexa, Mute <Device Name>
Alexa, Unmute <Device Name>
Alexa, Volume up <Device Name> by 5
Alexa Volume down <Device Name> by 5
Alexa, Channel up on <Device Name>
Alexa, Next channel on <Device Name>
Alexa, Channel down on <Device Name>
Alexa, change Channel to 200 on <Device Name>
Note: You can increase a maximum of device Volume by 5.

Alexa voice commands to control Disc Player:
Alexa, turn ON <Device Name>
Alexa, turn OFF <Device Name>
Alexa, Mute <Device Name>
Alexa, Unmute <Device Name>
Alexa, Volume up <Device Name> by 5
Alexa Volume down <Device Name> by 5
Alexa, Channel up on <Device Name>
Alexa, Next channel on <Device Name>
Alexa, Channel down on <Device Name>
Alexa, change Channel to 200 on <Device Name>
Note: You can increase a maximum of device Volume by 5.

Alexa voice commands to control Media Box:
Alexa, turn ON <Device Name>
Alexa, turn OFF <Device Name>
Alexa, Mute <Device Name>
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Alexa, Unmute <Device Name>
Alexa, Volume up <Device Name> by 5
Alexa Volume down <Device Name> by 5
Alexa, Channel up on <Device Name>
Alexa, Next channel on <Device Name>
Alexa, Channel down on <Device Name>
Alexa, change Channel to 200 on <Device Name>
Note: You can increase a maximum of device Volume by 5.

Alexa voice commands to control DTH/Cable:
Alexa, turn ON <Device Name>
Alexa, turn OFF <Device Name>
Alexa, Mute <Device Name>
Alexa, Unmute <Device Name>
Alexa, Volume up <Device Name> by 5
Alexa Volume down <Device Name> by 5
Alexa, Channel up on <Device Name>
Alexa, Next channel on <Device Name>
Alexa, Channel down on <Device Name>
Alexa, change Channel to 200 on <Device Name>
Note: You can increase a maximum of device Volume by 5.

Alexa voice commands to control Air Conditioner:
Alexa, Turn ON <Device Name>
Alexa, Set <Device Name> to OFF
Alexa, Set <Device Name> to 20
Alexa, Set <Device Name> to Cool
Alexa, Set <Device Name> to Heat (Works only if the mode is available for the brand)
Alexa, Set <Device Name> to Auto (Works only if the mode is available for the brand)
Note: You can only reduce or increase the temperature when the AC is in Heat and Cool mode.

Can I enable/disable B.One Actions through Alexa?
Yes, you can enable/disable the Actions in B.One.
Just say, “Alexa, TURN ON Good Night” to enable the Action and “Alexa, TURN OFF Good Night” to
disable the Action.
Note: You can only turn ON (Enable) Quick Actions and Home Theater Sequence since these Actions
cannot be disabled.
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How to setup Google Home and connect to B.One account?










Download the Google Home App from Google Play/Apple App Store.
Open the Google Home App and sign-in using your Google account.
Tap on Profile icon at the bottom right corner.
Under GOOGLE ASSISTANT, tap on More Settings.
Select ASSISTANT, tap on Home Control.
Tap the plus icon at the bottom right under DEVICES and select B.One VoiceAct.
Enter your B.One account email address, password and tap on Login.
Select your desired Hub from the list. (Note: You can only control the devices which are
connected to selected Hub)
All Devices and Actions in B.One will be available under HOME CONTROL in DEVICES.

Visit Google, for more information.
Note: Google Home will not recognize the rooms in B.One.

B.One connected devices controlled through Google Home
Following B.One connected devices can be controlled through Google Home: Television, Air Conditioner,
Audio Amplifier, DVD Player, Media Box, Projector, DTH/Cable, Sound Bar, LIFX Lights, Philips Hue Lights,
Beseye Camera, Nest Camera, User defined Actions and Home Theater Sequence.
Note: You cannot control Thermostats and custom remotes through Google Home.

How do I control LIFX lights connected to B.One Eazy through Google
Home?
Just say "Okay Google, Turn OFF <device name>" or "Okay Google, Turn ON <device name>".

How do I dim or brighten the LIFX lights connected to B.One Eazy
through Google Home?
Just say “Okay Google, set <device name> to 75%".

How do I control Philips Hue lights connected to B.One Eazy through
Google Home?
Just say "Okay Google, Turn OFF <device name>" or "Okay Google, Turn ON <device name>".

How do I dim or brighten the Philips Hue lights connected to B.One
Eazy through Google Home?
Just say “Okay Google, set <device name> to 75%".
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How do I control IR remotes connected to B.One Eazy through Google
Home?
Just say: “Okay Google, Turn ON <device name>” or "Okay Google, Turn OFF <device name>" to control
IR devices connected to B.One Hub.

Google Home voice commands to control Television:
Okay Google, turn ON <Device Name>
Okay Google, turn OFF <Device Name>

Google Home commands to control Sound Bar:
Okay Google, turn ON <Device Name>
Okay Google, turn OFF <Device Name>

Google Home commands to control Projector:
Okay Google, turn ON <Device Name>
Okay Google, turn OFF <Device Name>

Google Home commands to control Audio Amplifier:
Okay Google, turn ON <Device Name>
Okay Google, turn OFF <Device Name>

Google Home commands to control Disc Player:
Okay Google, turn ON <Device Name>
Okay Google, turn OFF <Device Name>

Google Home commands to control Media Box:
Okay Google, turn ON <Device Name>
Okay Google, turn OFF <Device Name>

Google Home commands to control DTH/Cable:
Okay Google, turn ON <Device Name>
Okay Google, turn OFF <Device Name>

Google Home voice commands to control Air Conditioner:
Okay Google, Turn ON <Device Name>
Okay Google, Turn OFF <Device Name>
Okay Google, Set <Device Name>to OFF
Okay Google, Set <Device Name> to 20
Okay Google, Set <Device Name> to Cool
Okay Google, Set <Device Name> to Heat (Works only if the mode is available for the brand)
Okay Google, Set <Device Name>to Heat-Cool (This command is Auto mode. Works only if the mode is
available for the brand)
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Can I enable/disable B.One Actions through Google Home?
Yes, you can enable/disable the Actions in B.One.
Just say, “Ok Google, TURN ON Good Night” to enable the Action and “Ok Google, TURN OFF Good
Night” to disable the Action.
Note: You can only turn ON (Enable) Quick Actions and Home Theater Sequence since these Actions
cannot be disabled.

Can I connect multiple B.One accounts to the same Google Home?
No, you cannot connect multiple B.One accounts to the same Google Assistant.

How do I disconnect my Google Home from my B.One account?






Open the Google Home App and tap on Profile icon at the bottom right corner.
Under GOOGLE ASSISTANT, tap on More Settings.
Select ASSISTANT, tap on Home Control.
Select plus icon and tap on B.One VoiceAct.
Tap on Unlick account.

Assign your devices to Rooms
By assigning your devices to a room with Google Home Control, you can control multiple devices as a
group. First, add rooms in Google Home Control and then assign devices to your rooms.
1. Note: Rooms set up in Google Home Control are completely separate from the Rooms in the
B.One App. The Google Assistant will not recognize the rooms in B.One. Also, Actions cannot be
enabled through a command for a Room, so we do not recommend adding Actions to Rooms.
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Cameras:
How to add Beseye Camera to B.One Eazy?
Before starting, make sure you install Beseye Android or IOS App in your mobile and add camera to the
app following on screen instructions.
In the B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Select Add Device. Under Add A Device, tap on Cameras.
3. After successfully setting up camera by following Beseye Pro Camera documentation, tap
on Next.
4. Select I Have An Account.
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5. Enter email and password. Tap on Login.
6. Enter authorization code which you receive.

7. Tap on Accept, enter the device information and tap Done.
8. Beseye Camera will be added to Devices.
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How to control Beseye Camera?




Select Devices and tap on your device. To view the last event, tap on settings icon present at the
top-right corner. You can edit the name of the device.
You can turn ON/OFF camera status, motion event and human event by tapping on toggle
button.
The live video feed can be viewed by tapping on the snapshot of last event.
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How to add Nest Drop camera to B.One Eazy?
You can add both indoor and outdoor Nest Drop Cameras can be added to B.One.
Before starting, make sure you install Nest Android or IOS App in your mobile and add device to the app
following on screen instructions.
In the B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Select Add Device. Under Add A Device, tap on Cameras.
3. Select Nest Camera (Beta). Follow the user guide to setup and install Nest Cam.

4. When the installation is complete, tap Next. Select I Have An Account. Create an account using
Nest mobile App before connecting the device to B.One Eazy.
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5. Enter the login details of your Nest account and tap on Allow to accept Terms of service.

6. Now, enter the device information and tap Done.
7. Nest Drop Camera will be added to My Devices.
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How to add Nest protect to B.One Eazy?
Before starting, make sure you install Nest android or iOS Application on your device and follow the
instructions to register the device.
In the B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Select Add Device. Under Add A Device, tap on Security and Safety.

3. Select Smoke/CO Detectors and tap on Nest Protect.
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4. Follow the user guide to setup and install Nest Protect. When the installation is complete, tap on
Next.
5. Create an account using Nest mobile App before connecting the device to B.One Hub. Enter
Device Information and tap on Done. Nest Protect will be added to My Devices.
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Thermostats:
How to add Honeywell Lyric Thermostat to B.One Eazy?
Before starting, make sure you install Honeywell Thermostat Android or IOS App in your mobile and add
device to the app following on screen instructions.
In B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices. Select Add Device.
2. Under Add A Device, tap on Thermostats. Select Honeywell Lyric Thermostat.

3. Create an account using Honeywell mobile App before connecting the device to B.One Eazy.
Tap Next and select I Have An Account.
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4. Sign in to your Honeywell Home account and tap on LOG IN. Tap on ALLOW. Select the devices
you wish to connect, enter the device information and tap Done.
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How to control Honeywell Lyric Thermostat using B.One App?
1. Go to Devices on the B.One App Home page.
2. By tapping on the thermostat, you can view the device status, Room Temperature and Humidity.
3. Tap on Settings icon at the top-right corner to see the recent activities, edit name, change room
and change display units of the thermostat.
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How to add Nest Learning Thermostat (Beta)?
Before starting, make sure you install Nest Thermostat Android or IOS App in your mobile and add
device to the app following on screen instructions.
In B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices. Select Add Device.
2. Under Add A Device, tap on Thermostats. Select Nest Learning Thermostat (Beta).

3. Create an account using Nest mobile App before connecting the device to B.One Eazy.
Tap Next and select I Have An Account.
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4. Sign in to your Nest account and tap on SIGN IN. Tap on ALLOW, enter the device information
and tap Done.
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How to control Nest Learning Thermostat (Beta) using B.One App?
1. Go to Devices on the B.One App Home page.
2. By tapping on the thermostat, you can view the device status, Room Temperature and Humidity.
3. Tap on Settings icon at the top-right corner to see the recent activities, edit name, change room
and change display units of the thermostat.
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How to add Ecobee3 Smart WiFi Thermostat to B.One Eazy?
Before starting, make sure you install ecobee Android or IOS App in your mobile and add device to the
app following on screen instructions.
In B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices. Select Add Device.
2. Under Add A Device, tap on Thermostats. Select ecobee and tap on ecobee3 Smart WiFi
Thermostat.

3. Create an account using ecobee mobile App before connecting the device to B.One Eazy.
Tap Next and select I Have An Account.
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4. Sign in to your ecobee account and tap on LOG IN. Tap on ACCEPT. Enter the device information
and tap Done.

How to control Ecobee3 Smart WiFi Thermostat using B.One App?




Go to Devices on the B.One App Home page.
By tapping on the thermostat, you can view the device status, Room Temperature and Humidity.
Tap on Settings icon at the top-right corner to see the recent activities, edit name, change room
and change display units of the thermostat.
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How to delete Devices?
In the B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices.
2. Tap on Edit at the top-right corner. Select ‘-’ icon from the list of devices and tap on Delete.
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How to add IR extender to B.One Eazy?
In the B.One App:
1. Tap on Devices. Select Add Device.
2. Under Add A Device, tap on B.One Eazy as an extender.

3. Tap on Ready to connect and follow on screen instructions to add B.One Eazy as extender.
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How to add B.One Energy Manager (Wattwatchers Unit - Auditor 3M / 6M) to
B.One Eazy?




Install Wattwatchers unit (Auditor 3M / 6M)
In the B.One App, tap on Devices at the bottom of your screen and select Add Device.
Under Add A Device, select Energy Management and tap on Auditor 3M / 6M.



Enter the Name. Enter and re-enter the serial number on the device or scan the barcode.
Tap Next.
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Assign Channel and select the Consumption / Production energy type. Set your daily Energy
Production capacity and tap Next.
For example, in our case, we have 3 devices consuming energy and the other 3 devices
producing energy. So, we have set 3 channels as Consumption and the other 3 as Production.



Now, assign switches else select N/A and tap on Save.
For example, in our case we have chosen a switch as N/A since we do not wish to control it
through the app.
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You can view the last 5 minutes Consumption / Production status of the assigned channels. You
can also control switches if assigned.

Note: It takes up to 30 seconds to reflect the status of the switches.


Tap on settings icon at the top-right corner to edit name, switches and to view the history.
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How to view real-time status of assigned channels?



In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager.
Select 1hr or 5mins to view the last 5 minutes or 1 hour Consumption & Production status of
assigned channels.

Hardware and Software requirements of B.One Energy Manager
B.One App, B.One Hub, Wattwatcher Unit ( Auditor3M/6M )

How to set energy billing date?




In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager.
Tap on settings icon at the top-right corner.
Now, select energy billing date. It will be 1 by default, tap to change the energy billing date.
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How to set Energy Production Capacity?




In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager.
Tap on settings icon at the top-right corner to go in to Settings.
Now, enter the value near Energy Production Capacity.
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How to set Daily, Weekly, Monthly energy usage alerts?
Method 1:
 In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager.
 Tap on settings icon at the top-right corner.
 Limit energy usage by entering energy values to get 1st and 2nd alert by adjusting the slider and
also get 3rd alert once energy usage exceeds to 100%.

Method 2:
 In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager.
 Select Inspect icon at the right side of the screen to go in to Inspect.
 Now enter the energy values and enable the toggle button.
 We can also turn the devices ON and OFF under Devices.
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Can I automatically turn Off switches when daily usage exceeds?
Yes, to auto Off the switches, follow the below instructions.
Method 1:
 In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager. Tap on settings icon at the topright corner.
 Select Auto Off switches and enable the toggle buttons of the switches to turn the switches
automatically Off when daily usage is exceed.

Can I automatically turn OFF/ON switches based on time?
Timer Control
 In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager.
 Tap on settings icon at the top-right corner and select Timer control.
 Under Off/On Timer (24-Hour Timer), pick your time and enable the toggle button.
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Production Control
Control your electrical appliances based on your daily energy production.
 To configure Production Control rules.
 In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager. Tap on settings icon at the topright corner.
 Select Production Control and tap on + icon at the top-right corner. Now, tap Save.

For example, in our case we want the switch to turn ON after 12:00 when the production exceeds 40%
and want to turn the switch OFF after 2 hours.

What is Power Factor?
The ratio of the actual electrical power dissipated by an AC circuit to the product of the r.m.s. values
of current and voltage.

What is the importance of Power Factor?
Power factors below 1.0 require a utility to generate more than the minimum volt-amperes
necessary to supply the real power (watts). This increases generation and transmission costs.
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How to see individual energy consumption / production power factor values for
the assigned channels?
In the B.One app dashboard, select the device and tap on Pf to view the individual energy
consumption / production power factor values for the assigned channels.
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How to view the energy consumption and production data of a week / month /
6 months?
1) In the B.One App, tap on Devices and select Energy Manager.
2) Tap on History to view the graph of this week / this month or the last 6 months energy
consumption & production data.
Blue indicates Consumption
Green indicates Production

For Example, in our case we’ve chosen 6 months since we want to see the last 6 months energy
consumption & production data. To view this week or this month data, select option from the
dropdown.
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Realtime Status

Enable Energy Manager to get daily/weekly/monthly usage alerts. Set
alerts in Settings.
View the last 5 minutes or 1 hour consumption and production status of
each assigned channel by tapping on this.
Real-time consumption and production status of each assigned channel.
Blue indicates Consumption. Red is shown when daily consumption energy
exceeded.
Green indicates Production.

I am getting too frequent alerts about 100% consumption. What should I do?
If you are not interested to receive alerts, increase daily consumption limit or just turn OFF Energy
Manager.

Why my Graph turned RED? What does this mean?
Graph turns Red when the daily usage limit exceeds.

Is B.One Energy Manager available all over the world?
B.One Energy Manager is available only in Australia.

Do I get notified when the energy usage exceeds?
Yes, you’ll get notifications when the energy usage exceeds.
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Actions:
How to add Actions?
 In the B.One App, tap on Actions and select Quick.
 Tap on ADD Actions.
Note: We have two categories in Quick 1) Add Home Theater Sequence 2) Add Quick Action.

1: Add Home Theater Sequence:
 This Action allows you to add up to 20 IR device keys.
 Enter Action Name, select an Icon and desired Notifications for the Action and tap on Devices to
continue. Tap on + Device and add devices. Also, select time interval between the keys.
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Note: A time Interval of 1 sec to 120 sec’s can be set between keys.
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We can add up to 20 IR device keys and tap on Save at the top-right corner of the screen to save
the Action.
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2: Add Quick Actions:




This Action allows you to add up to maximum 5 devices.
In the B.One App, tap on Actions and select Quick. Tap on +ADD Actions and select Add Quick
Action.
Enter Action Name, Select Icon and desired Notification for the Action and tap on Devices to
continue. Tap on + Device and add devices by following on screen instructions.

Note: Examples for adding devices are shown in the images below.
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After adding devices, tap on Save on top-right corner of the screen.

(Note: We can pick a Maximum of 5 connected devices for this Action)
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What are Trigger Actions?
There are three categories under Trigger based **Actions** 1) Time 2) Location 3) Device**.
Time: The Action is triggered at the exact selected Time.
Location: The Action is triggered based on your Arriving/Departing location.
Device: The Action is triggered based on an input from one of the devices from the list below;
Wi-Fi devices, B.One Eazy.
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Time:


In the B.One App, tap on Actions and select Trigger. Tap on + ADD Actions and select Trigger
type Time.



Since we want this Schedule to occur every day when we go to work, we are going to select
‘Weekdays’ button and choose the time.
Enter Action Name, Select Icon and desired Notification for the Action and tap on Devices to
continue. Tap on + Device and add devices.
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Now pick your devices for the created Action. In our case, we selected devices that need to turn
OFF when I leave for Work.
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(Note: We can pick a Maximum of 5 connected devices for each Action)

Location:


In the B.One App, tap on Actions and select Trigger. Tap on + ADD Actions and select Trigger
type Location.
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Since we want our connected devices to turn ON when we are near to our location and want
this schedule to occur when we return from work. Specify start time and end time so that the
Action triggers at the specified time. It can also be activated when you are within a minimum
distance of 500 meters from Home.
Tap on Specify Time and Toggle Anytime icon to select desired time and days.
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Enter Action Name, Select Icon and desired Notification for the Action and tap on Devices to
continue. Tap on + Device to add devices and follow on screen instructions.
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Note: Similar Action can be created for Departing location.
(Note: We can pick a Maximum of 5 connected devices for each Action)
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Device:
In the B.One App, tap on Actions and select Trigger. Tap on + ADD Actions and select Trigger type and
tap Device.

In our case we have selected Camera to perform the Action. Follow on screen instructions to create
Action.
 Select desired camera options and Specify Time.
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Enter Action Name, Select Icon and desired Notification for the Action and tap on Devices to
continue. Tap on + Device to add devices and follow the screen instructions.
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After successfully adding the device, tap Save.

(Note: We can pick a Maximum of 5 connected devices for each Action)
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How to Calibrate Temperature and Brightness for B.One Eazy?



After the successful setup of B.One Eazy, Temperature and Brightness can be calibrated to
create trigger based Actions using B.One Eazy. If the temperature and brightness are not
calibrated, they can be set by tapping Devices and selecting B.One Eazy (Office).
Follow on screen instructions to calibrate temperature and brightness values for Office.
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After calibrating Brightness values, tap on Edit to calibrate Temperature.




Set the room temperature and tap on Save.
Temperature and Brightness calibration is complete.
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Trigger base Actions using B.One Eazy:
Using B.One Eazy, two types of trigger based Actions can be created: 1) Light Intensity 2) Temperature
Sensor.
Light Intensity:
 In the B.One App, tap on Actions and select Trigger. Tap on + ADD Actions and select Trigger
type and tap Device. Follow on screen instructions to add Action.



After selecting Office (B.One Eazy), we selected Light Intensity as greater that 15% to trigger the
Action and select Specify Time.
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Enter Action Name, Select Icon and desired Notification for the Action and tap on Devices to
continue. Tap on + Device to add devices and follow the screen instructions.
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After adding devices save the Action.
(Note: We can pick a Maximum of 5 connected devices for each Action)
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Temperature Sensor:
 In the B.One App, tap on Actions and select Trigger. Tap on + ADD Actions and select Trigger
type and tap Device. Follow the screen instructions to add Action.



After selecting Office (B.One Eazy), we selected Temp Sensor as greater that 77 Fahrenheit to
trigger the Action and select Specify Time.
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Enter Action Name, Select Icon and desired Notification for the Action and tap on Devices to
continue. Tap on + Device to add devices and follow the screen instructions.
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After adding devices save the Action.
(Note: We can pick a Maximum of 5 connected devices for each Action)
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Why are my Temperature and Light Level Actions getting executed every 15
minutes?
Temperature and Light level actions are created using B.One Eazy, which has report frequency time
intervals of 15 - 60 mins. When the Temperature and Light Level trigger based Actions are created using
B.One Eazy, the actions will be executed for every 15 - 60 mins as per Report frequency set.
 To set Report frequency, open B.One App.
 Select your B.One Eazy and tap on Edit.
 Select your desired time interval for Report frequency.

Note: Report frequency will be 15 mins by default.
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Thank You

